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**Books**

**Printed book, one author [name of series is optional]**

**Printed book, two authors [three or more authors, use *et al.* after the first author’s name]**

**Printed book, one editor [multiple editors follow the same form as authors]**

**Printed book, corporate author [when the author is also the publisher, begin the entry with the title and skip the author]**
eBook, one author [use permalink for URL; date of access optional]

ABC-CLIO, 1993. EBSCOhost eBook Collection,

Article from Credo Reference

cuesta.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/routsocial/homelessness/0?institutionId=5566.

Journal Articles
Journal article from EBSCOhost
vol. 36, no. 3, 2015, pp. 235-245. Academic Search Premier,

Journal article from Google Scholar


Journal article from the Internet
Printed journal article

Magazine Articles
Magazine article from EBSCOHost

Magazine article from the Internet

Printed magazine article

Newspaper Articles
Newspaper article from ProQuest US Newsstream, EBSCOhost Newspaper Source Plus, or Opposing Viewpoints in Context

[Sometimes a search will bring up a newspaper article taken from *Newspaper Source Plus* or *Opposing Viewpoints*. In that case, replace *US Newsstream* with *Newspaper Source Plus* or *Opposing Viewpoints in Context*.]
Newspaper article from Newsbank

Newspaper article from the Internet
Mendonca, Kylie. “Shower to Flower: Record Drought is Pushing More Locals toward Water Recycling.” *New Times* [San Luis Obispo], 15 July 2015,

Printed newspaper article

Web site (CNN, etc.)
Quade, Alex. “Elite Team Rescues Troops behind Enemy Lines.” CNN.com, Cable News Network, 19 Mar. 2007,

Committee on Scholarly Editions. “Guidelines for Editors of Scholarly Editions.” MLA, Modern Language Association of America, 29 June 2011,

Entire web site
www.blakearchive.org/blake/.
Personal interview
Boyle, T.C. Interview. 21 July 2015.

Film
It’s a Wonderful Life. Directed by Frank Capra, performance by James Stewart et al.
Capra, Frank, director. It’s a Wonderful Life. Performance by James Stewart et al. 1946.

[If your discussion of a film or television show focuses on an individual’s contribution, begin the entry with his or her name, followed by a descriptive label.]

Tweet
@POTUS. “Meeting with members of the Senate leadership at the @WhiteHouse now with @VP Pence.” Twitter, 24 Jan. 2017,
twitter.com/POTUS/status/823990663222018048.

[To find the URL for a tweet, click on the drop-down arrow and select Copy link to Tweet.]

Streaming video [Films Media Group is not the publisher]
The Scoop on Blended Families. Learning Zone Xpress, 2006. Films on Demand,